A response to Challen’s C&C letter [See end of this document] from UK Climate and Energy Minister Chris Huhne.

Colin Challen
28 St Sepulchre Street
Scarborough
North Yorkshire
Y011 1QF

Thank you for your letter dated 8 June about Contraction and Convergence (C&C). I apologise for the delay in replying.

The Government believes that climate change is one of the gravest threats we face, and that urgent action at home and abroad is required. We are clearly in full agreement about the need for an ambitious global climate deal that will limit emissions and explore the creation of new international sources of funding for climate change adaptation and mitigation.

We consider that the Copenhagen Accord, agreed by a broad cross-section of leaders at the UNFCCC summit in December 2009, represents an important step towards an ambitious global deal. More than 120 countries have associated with the Accord, and over 70 nations accounting for 80% of global emissions have set out the targets and actions they will take to limit emissions in the medium term. The Accord clearly recognises the "need to limit the global average temperature rise to below 2°C and avoid dangerous climate change."

The C&C framework developed by Aubrey Meyer and the Global Commons Institute in many ways offers a compelling vision of a future long-term climate regime, and has a number of distinct benefits. These include:

- Recognition that per capita emissions of developed countries will need to come down significantly over time.
- The establishment of a firm global pathway to limit emissions, with corresponding long-term targets for all countries.
- The development of an approach that many consider to represent a fair and equitable response to climate challenge.

The EU noted in its March 2009 Environment Council Conclusions that, in the long term, gradual convergence of national per capita emissions between developed and developing countries will be necessary if we are to avoid dangerous climate change, taking into account national circumstances.

Countries continue to have strong views about how the long-term global emissions reductions that are required can best be translated into national targets and actions. To be successful the future climate regime will likely need to reflect a balanced range of indicators and will also need to respect national sovereignty. Per capita emissions are an important indicator of a country’s responsibility to take action, but there are a number of other important indicators of national circumstances, such as those covering economic capability to act and development needs.

The international debate about how to agree an equitable & effective long-term response to climate change remains highly active and proposals such as C&C will continue to influence and stimulate the international discussions. I therefore welcome the contribution that you and the signatories to your letter are making by high-lighting the benefits of this approach.

CHRIS HUHNE
The reply received contains newly warm words about C&C. However, these are mixed with old ideas on differentiation and unrealistic views of keeping within 2 degrees. It is on-line here: - www.gci.org.uk/politics.html

'New' from DECC is the openly encouraging form of words about C&C and the thanks to all signatories from Secretary of State for the letter where he says: -

"I welcome the contribution that you and the signatories to your letter are making by highlighting the benefits of this approach." C&C is also described as, "a compelling vision of a future long-term climate regime, and has a number of distinct benefits. These include: - • Recognition that per capita emissions of developed countries will need to come down significantly over time; • The establishment of a firm global pathway to limit emissions, with corresponding long-term targets for all countries; • The development of an approach that many consider to represent a fair and equitable response to climate challenge."

These positive words probably represent the attitude of Chris Huhne himself. Along with his party [Liberal Democrat] he has been a advocate for C&C for many years. There is also the familiar 'old' line stating that different national circumstances, responsibilities and capabilities are what the negotiations at the UNFCCC have to deal with. This does reflect the situation that the civil servants at DECC and DEFRA have had to deal with at the UNFCCC, but they:

[a] appear not yet to recognize that C&C doesn't disagree with them on this and [b] that C&C does provide a way of structuring this obviously unavoidable issue in a UNFCCC-compliant way.

The letter to Chris Huhne requested a public meeting. This has been ignored. It may well be that at least some of the signatories to him will not be happy with this. One has written to me already in this vein saying quite reasonably that a reply specifically to this request is what has been awaited and it has not been provided.

In the round the reply from the Secretary of State portrays residual conflict within the Department of Energy and Climate Change and the Climate Change Committee where regarding C&C, some long-serving civil servants still have a mental model of the negotiations that is essentially building a 'mosaic' in an 'evolutionary' manner. It is from this position they have for many years projected a conflict with C&C.

If so then the tide is turning as the defence of what could still be classed as this 'anti-C&C-influence' increasingly depends on arguments that add up to the mosaic-failure of doing too-little-too-late, or the high-cost of 'UNFCCC-non-compliance'.

The fact is that the objective of the UNFCCC obviously makes UNFCCC-compliance teleological. Given the risks and indeed the high costs of failure, it makes sense for us all to be teleologically guided by that and do the numbers for a global deal that is globally consistent with UNFCCC-compliance. It is a certainty that over time this view will increasingly prevail.

That said the letter from Secretary of State asserts that the Copenhagen Accord is:

"an important step towards an ambitious global deal" that adds up to what "the Accord recognizes as the need to limit the global average temperature rise to below 2 degrees and avoid dangerous climate change".

This reflects what DECC colleagues claim concerning their undoubtedly valiant efforts over 15 years. However, their claim is not credible. The "medium term targets and actions" referred to do not even add up to the "2016 4% low" scenario on which the Climate Act is based. This is the scenario for which DECC unrealistically gave us only 50:50 odds for not exceeding 2 degrees.
This analysis was done by the Hadley Centre and published last year by the Climate Change Committee [CCC]. It is in this that gains in 'sink-efficiency' to 100% by 2050 - their so-called 'median case' - are projected by the Government as the most likely. This rate of gain in sink-efficiency from less than 50% now to more than 100% within 40 years is unrealistic. With ocean acidification and increased warming, evidence suggests a decline in sink-efficiency and not an increase. An increase on this scale seems wholly improbable and there is no evidence to support this trend. Consequently, the odds of the ‘Copenhagen Accord’ adding up to less than 2 degrees are even worse. However politically unappealing this may be, it is worth repeating that this claim for not exceeding two degrees is not credible.

All the way through 2009, GCI argued the case about the unrealistic rates of gain in sink-efficiency in the Climate Act in last year's Environmental Audit Committee enquiry into, “Targets in the Climate Act: where did they come from and were the models on which they were based valid?” The Met Office indicated their broad agreement only at the end of the enquiry: - www.gci.org.uk/Documents/GCI_EAC.pdf

The recent and more detailed animation-analysis of this matter shown here: - www.gci.org.uk/animations/Sources_and_Sinks_UK_Climate_Act.swf or here: - www.gci.org.uk/animations/Sources_and_Sinks_UK_Climate_Act.exe

Hadley Centre now say, “it is not unreasonable that the “sink efficiency” rises above 100% in scenarios with rapidly declining emissions.” However in their own published assessment of this falling-emissions:falling-concentrations scenario, temperature continues to rise up from 1.78 degrees in 2050 to 2.13 degrees in 2125. So what is claimed as “not unreasonable” is that temperature will continue to rise for 75 years after concentrations start falling in 2050. i.e. while emissions are still declining, sink-function strengthens as temperature rises, breaking the ‘radiative forcing’ link between concentrations and temperature. This is as ‘reasonable’ as contrarians who argue the opposite viz that temperature is falling while concentrations are rising!
The political problem that attends this remains the predictable lack of focus and clarity in the collective-mind of the 'policy community' inside DECC and beyond.

Chris Huhne’s letter talks reasonably about the need for, "a balanced range of indicators relating to national responsibilities and circumstances, economic capabilities and developments needs." However, to keep within 2 degrees, we need to get global emissions down to about net-zero within the next 40 years. However, the needs in this "balanced range of indicators" are zeroed out for everyone within 40 years so making this indicators-list sacrosanct and the reason for resisting C&C, is error. It results from trying to negotiate contraction, convergence and implementation with a balanced range of indicators simultaneously, so the negotiations to achieve the objective of the UNFCCC remain structureless and doomed to continue the failure generated so far.

The way to deal with this from a C&C perspective is straightforward.

1. define a full-term global emissions budget for two degrees at the UN;
2. split this budget in two at the UN so above average and below average converge on the per capita average by negotiated year 'x' noting that, "the rate of convergence is the main equity lever."

The UK did this in the UK Climate Act but prescribed year 'x' as 2050. They then tried with others to prescribe these rates of C&C to the UN at COP-15. The attempt failed.

The ‘global deal’ is points 1 & 2. Then, away from the UN, each side negotiates within itself and amongst themselves as to how they share the proceeds of points 1 & 2. This wouldn’t prevent exchanges/trading between the two sides, it just can get a realistic global deal for Africa, India and China with 'accelerated convergence' first.

Beyond C&C the US, the UK and others are being faced with ever more extreme and arbitrary demands for climate-justice: - www.gci.org.uk/animations/C&C_COP_15.swf
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CLIMATE JUSTICE WITH A VENGEANCE [1]

e.g. 90% Emissions Contraction by 2080
Instant Convergence to Per Capita Equal Globally

• Known as ‘Cap and Share’, it ‘insists’ on an immediate global convergence to per capita equality for ‘instant’. **Climate Justice.**

• Per capita emissions entitlements for Developed Countries and Developing Countries must go to the global average *immediately* [see next image].

• An extreme demand of negotiators.

90% Emissions Contraction by 2080
Convergence to Per Capita Equal Globally by 2001
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CLIMATE JUSTICE WITH A VENGEANCE [2]

e.g. 90% Emissions Contraction by 2080
Double Convergence beyond Per Capita Equal Globally

- Known as ‘Common but Differentiated Convergence’.
- Global convergence to per capita equal shares and then a divergence beyond that followed by a second ‘reverse convergence’ to equality at zero.
- Developed Countries per capita emissions averages go below the global average so Developing Country averages can go above that average [see next image].
- Trying to intensify Climate Justice with more ‘flexibility’, its calculations become arbitrary and the politics in this worsen an already intractable negotiation.

90% Emissions Contraction by 2080
Double-Convergence beyond 2025
CLIMATE JUSTICE WITH A VENGEANCE [3]

e.g. 90% Emissions Contraction by 2080
Convergence beyond Per Capita Equal Globally
To Negative Emissions Entitlements by 2030
For Developed Countries

- This ‘Greenhouse Development Rights’ demands convergence to equal per capita and then divergence beyond to Negative Entitlements for Developed Countries with unrestrained emissions for Developing Countries [see next image].
- Calculations and the politics become yet more arbitrary and steer the negotiations into conflict.
- This really is Climate Justice with a Vengeance.
MAKING A MOCKERY OF CLIMATE & JUSTICE

- There is a ‘fourth’ alternative called ‘Kyoto-2’.
- Described as ‘acting in the spirit of C&C’, it . . .
- . . . assumes ownership of fossil fuel reserves globally;
- . . . re-designates the ‘consumption’ entitlements under ‘contraction’ as ‘production’ permits;
- . . . auctions these permits to the world’s energy producers, through the world’s central banks;
- . . . redistributes the trillions of dollars rent raised annually in this way to the world’s deserving causes;
- . . . and essentially abandons the UNFCCC [and reality] altogether.

This ‘fourth alternative’ - Kyoto-2 - does not calculate or even engage in any direct linkage with the objective of the UNFCCC - i.e. emissions calculations of contraction:concentrations and contraction:convergence - at all.

It is therefore impossible to graphically chart the Kyoto-2 proposals as self-standing proposals relating to the objective of the UNFCCC, so this space is a blank. The Kyoto-2 website simply says: -

*Global Commons Institute, the “home” of Contraction and Convergence as promoted by the visionary Aubrey Meyer. The website contains and vast amount of information on climate and C&C in particular.*

*The “contraction” part of C&C is very much part of Kyoto2 and we see no reason to dispute the models or conclusions on desirable CO2 trajectories outlined.*

Saying it is production and not consumption that should be the focus of attention, its authors and advocates present Kyoto-2 as the necessary replacement for C&C.

However, since its agenda is a recipe in favour of arrangements not between nations but between the fossil fuel producers and central banks, it is a fiction to claim that Kyoto-2 is an international arrangement to achieve the goal of the UNFCCC. In reality it is a goal-free and unguided private sector proposal, that glosses over asymmetric development by paying futile lip-service to the ‘world’s deserving causes’.
Dear Chris

UNFCCC-compliant Global Climate Change Framework

We all face an increasingly urgent situation with the threat of runaway rates of climate change occurring and the persistent failure to come to terms internationally to deal with this. COP-15 was another example of this and the odds for COP-16 appear no better as things stand.

So we write to you with the request to convene a high-level public meeting to focus on this predicament and the international need to establish a UNFCCC-compliant Global Climate Change Framework to redress this threat as soon as possible.

Contraction & Convergence is a prime example of this. It is a rational formulation for reconciliation of ‘Climate Justice without Vengeance’. With growing support for this approach internationally, we note the positions taken in the UK context by: -

The RCEP in 2000 that, “The government should press for a future global climate agreement based on the contraction and convergence approach [C&C], combined with international trading in emission permits. Together, these offer the best long-term prospect of securing equity, economy and international consensus.”

The UNFCCC Executive at COP-9 [2004] - achieving the objective of the UNFCCC “inevitably requires contraction and convergence”.

The Liberal Democrat party that, “an agreement must be based on reducing emissions overall, while equalising emissions between the developed and developing worlds – the principle of contraction and convergence.”

Yourself and what you called the “morally compelling logic” of C&C.

The All Party Parliamentary Group on Climate Change in the previous parliament.

The UK Climate Act, which Adair Turner effectively characterised as C&C in evidence to the EAC and DECC select committees last year saying that converging to equal per capita entitlements globally is the only option that is, doable and fair for organising and sharing the full-term emissions-contraction-event to bring us to UNFCCC-compliance and that if, for reasons of urgency the rate of global contraction has to be accelerated, for reasons of equity the rate of international convergence has to be accelerated relative to that.”

Several ideas derived from C&C have surfaced since Kyoto with ideas that can be perhaps in various ways incorporated into C&C. However, there is an overwhelming need for an over-arching UNFCCC-compliant Framework that enables the globally competing interests of the over-consuming and the under-consuming to be reconciled with each other and with the objective of the UNFCCC in a non-random manner.

We feel that C&C is the veteran and indeed the apex example of this and urge you to consider our request. At Kyoto in December 1997 and shortly before they withdrew from these negotiations, the USA stated, “C&C contains elements for the next agreement that we may ultimately all seek to engage in.”

The adversarial reasons for their withdrawal then were in play again at COP-15: - http://www.gci.org.uk/public/COP_15_C&C.swf

C&C answers this in a unifying and constitutional way and the need for this answer becomes increasingly critical.

With best wishes
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